The Manufacturers
’ Bill of Rights
We the Manufacturers, in order to form a more perfect Union between Man and Machine, establish better productivity, ensure
upward OEE standards, provide for the common accessibility of reports, promote general asset welfare, and secure the blessings of
digital safety and performance, do ordain and establish this Bill of Rights for the Freedom Smart Manufacturing Platform.

1.

⅞

FREEDOM shall not abridge, rather, it
shall enhance, the right of the manufacturer
to gather, organize, and present
information...

v1. In all FREEDOM deployments, the customer
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and easy
installation process...
and have access to FREEDOM counselors before,
during, and after his or her deployment.

generated from industrial assets, with the aim
of providing better data and bigger operational
insights, through the use of six Core Applications.

11.

The Liberty to connect to any industrial asset
without any special engineering, or set-up
delays, shall not be infringed...

v11. Having been taxed enough already, IT
Departments shall incur no hidden costs
or unnecessary burdens to implement
FREEDOM...
and the establishment of a light IT footprint and
browser based user access shall be preserved.

and the PLATFORM shall remain control and
process agnostic; even if the aforementioned assets
are manually operated.

111. Reports generated by the PLATFORM are to
remain available for access at any time...

v111. No 3rd party licensing fees are to be
established, or managed, or needed, to liberate
a Manufacturer’s data...
and the PLATFORM shall be easily integrated with
all existing business systems.

from any connected device—including desktops,
laptops, tablets, or smart phones.

1v. FREEDOM shall be available to everyone,
from the shop floor to the top floor...
with customizable real-time dashboards allowing

and the PLATFORM shall retain its “Certificate of

you to manage utilization, maximize availability,

Networthiness” from the US Government.

improve performance, and root out inefficiencies.

v.

1x. The ability of the PLATFORM to pass
vulnerability scans by major customers, shall be
passed on to all customers...

No person, having implemented the
FREEDOM PLATFORM of their own free
will, shall be subject to cruel and unusual wait
times to see valuable Returns on Investment...

x.

In order to ensure greater access for all
Manufacturers, FREEDOM shall make available
six complementary Smart Modules...

⅞

that enhance PLATFORM functionality and overall
value of the Core Applications.

and payback should be achieved in Days, not Years.
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